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https://thecreativeinc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Video_20170
723064405530_by_videoshow.mp4
Making Meditative Mandalas in Mud … by freehand carving
So….I’ve recently started to carve and create ceramic mandala art in various forms. How I
came upon this idea…. My mom is visiting on holiday and I got her some mandala colouring
books while she was recovering from her knee surgery. Then the idea of ceramic mandalas
struck me hard!
For someone like me who needs and appreciates the third dimension and surface texture in
anything, (plus I’m a ceramic geek who sees everything with mud-glasses) carving, creating
and glazing mandala discs as coasters and for diﬀusing essential oils for therapy, made total
sense! Check out the slideshow of some of my recent carvings.
I really did ﬁnd the whole process to be relaxing and meditative (I’m too hyperactive mentally
to do the traditional meditation, so this kind of meditative art works wonders for my mind and
soul, just like throwing on the pottery wheel)
These meditative mandalas will soon be available for purchase in my online
CeramicFusionStore, but here’s a quick brief on what mandalas are and why they are
worth it …

In common use, “mandala” has become a generic term for any diagram, chart or geometric
pattern that represents the cosmos metaphysically or symbolically; a microcosm of the
universe.
In Sanskrit, mandalas, meaning “circles”, are sacred symbols that are used for meditation,
prayer, healing and art therapy for both adults and children. Mandalas have been shown in
clinical studies to boost the immune system, reduce stress and pain, lower blood pressure,
promote sleep and ease depression.
Mandalas may boost beneﬁts of meditation – Imagery is a form of meditation, and
meditation is a great tool for healing, restoring and enlightening our bodies.
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A mandala (Sanskrit: मण्डल, lit, circle) is a spiritual and ritual symbol in Hinduism and
Buddhism, representing the universe.
What is a meditation mandala?
Circles appear in nature (ﬂowers, snowﬂakes, sun, moon, etc.), architecture and are also
powerful symbols in cultures throughout world history. In various spiritual traditions,
mandalas are used to facilitate meditation and are used in sacred rites as a transformative
tool to assist with healing.
What is the meaning of mandala art?
A mandala is a complex abstract design that is usually circular in form. Mandalas generally
have one identiﬁable center point, from which emanates an array of symbols, shapes and
forms. Mandalas can contain both geometric and organic forms.
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